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Formula racer 2012

My Kong Trending with Friends Activity Feed g Sign up or sign in to start receiving activity updates from all over Kongregate! Forum Dev The sequel to the F1 racing game Formula Racer, now even more fast-paced. Buy new cars, and race on 12 different tracks in 3 different race classes. Run with the arrow keys and use SPACEBAR, X or N for a boost. Graduated from beginner right up to formula 1
Master in this high-octane racing challenge with attitude! Formula Racer 2012 is a cool Formula 1 style racing racing game where you drive towards your computer on a variety of authentic, high-speed circuits. Get through the racing ranks, unlock new tracks, and sit behind the wheel of Formula 1 cars of different designs and eras in this addicting high-speed driving activity. Test your quick reactions, reflexes
and observational skills, and leave star-struck opponents in their wake. Perform classic overtaking gestures, cut over dangerous corners and make your way to the front of the pack to take the checkered flag. Smooth driving skills, car control and good decisions under pressure are essential as you have to take corners at breakneck speed. Your race strategy must be aggressive as you start at the back of
the grid in each race. Make sure you approach turns at the optimum angle to improve your chances of overtaking the next car. Happy Formula racing! How to Play: The key to this game is to earn sufficient virtual income by achieving high finishing positions to advance to the next phase of each challenge ('Class'). New race tracks and F1 race cars of different designs and eras can then be unlocked. 'Class 1'
mode has 3 race tracks, and a fast, stable car - ideal for a newcomer. 'Class 2' mode features 4 race tracks and a faster, slimmer car. Finally, the 'Class 3' has 5 race tracks and the fastest possible F1 car. Before each race begins, you must select the car, race track, engine type, tire type, and car color (use the computer mouse or touchpad to switch through these elements.) At the beginning of the face,
you are at the back of the field of 32 cars. Your goal is to finish as high up positioning as possible. Use the arrow keys on your keyboard to control the car - up arrow = accelerate; Down ARROW = Reverse; Left and right arrows = Control (Alternatively, you can use wasd keys). When the Boost Bar in the lower-right corner of the game screen is filled up – press SPACEBAR to activate the booster. If this
Flash-based game no longer works on IE11 or the Chrome browser on PC/MAC, try playing the Firefox browser with Adobe Flash Player installed.
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